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Quotes by Dawkins: 

His autobiographical introduction: 

"I never was much of a naturalist..." 

"I had a harmless Anglican upbringing...; no bells and smells and no creationist lunacy..." 

"...it was an accident of my birth that I was born into the Christian religion." 

"I went to Oxford after having lost my faith...; that was because I discovered Darwinism..." 

"My last vestige of my faith disappeared when I finally understood the Darwinian explanation for life." 

"I think that religious explanations; although they may have been satisfying for many centuries; are now 

superseded and outdated. I think moreover that they are petty and parochial and that the 

understanding that we can get from science of all those deep questions that religion once aspired to 

explain; are now better more grandly; in a more beautiful and elegant fashion explained by science." 

  

In his focus on self and expressing himself; this man reveals much about his character and personality. 

 He admits he is not a hands on learner who handles creation and studies it firsthand (doesn't have an 

affinity for actual scientific procedures); but one who prefers his own intellectual imaginations right 

away in his opening statement. He further reveals he was born into a manmade religion; that he actually 

believes is representative of Christianity and that he thinks people can be born into their religions and 

actually believe they are one religion or another based on the location of their geographical birth; rather 

than that they actually rationally choose what worldview they adhere to as they mature.  (no one is 

physically born into a worldview or religion; they acquire it through life experience, indoctrination, and 

learning in general; even as this person admits he clings to the Darwinian and atheistic religions.)  He 

makes it very clear that the religion he was born into is NOT in any way related to Christianity (no one is 

a Christian, who denies the Creator http://biblehub.com/1_john/2-22.htm  and 

 http://biblehub.com/romans/8-9.htm, and no "church" or religion is "Christian" that denies 

Creation/Intelligent Design - 

 http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/PublicLetters/AAAUpdatedPublicAlertsMattersofLifeandDeath/Are%2
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0You%20A%20Christia1.pdf, help people not to present themselves as 

 http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551  by 

teaching the Truth!  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-

creator/568134419932188  and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-

christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230); despite his mistaken suppositions 

in that regard.  His disdain once again for tangible reality "no bells and smells and no creationist lunacy" 

in favor of intellectual fiction and fantasy is avidly expressed.  (If you don't believe in our Creator; not 

only are you NOT a Christian; you're not even sane; so this person was raised in some irrational 

manmade religion he calls "Anglican".  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/creation-v-

evolution-please-use-your-intelligence-to-recognize-intelligence/566154943463469  and 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/acknowledging-the-eternal-creator-takes-no-faith-

it-is-scientific-fact/491948024217495)  He further shows forth extreme ignorance referring to "an 

accident of my birth that I was born into the Christian religion."  Here it is obvious the man equivocates 

"Anglican" with "Christian" when the two terms are in no way compatible based on his own words of 

what "Anglican" means.  It is no wonder he thinks the God of all Creation doesn't exist; if he truly 

believes the nonsense, in which he was raised, in any way represents Christianity.  Furthermore, the 

accident of his birth is a rather ignorant statement in that he supposes he could have randomly been 

born to other parents in some other region of the planet.  That poses a conundrum of logistical 

problems; in presuming that self-awareness/identity would be maintained had the "accident" of his 

birth occurred elsewhere; again with the fallacy of belief that his own personality would have formed a 

worldview based on geographic location and that your religion is determined not by rational thought or 

choice but by physical birth and physical placement on earth.  With such false premises as the 

foundation for this man's conclusions; one hardly needs to listen to them to know they are unsound 

ramblings of an irrational, illogical man; who has no rational, reasonable truthful knowledge for anything 

and everything he perceives.  Nevertheless, he concludes his introduction; soaked so thoroughly in 

arrogance (while declaring his ignorance) that it is tangibly felt even through a recording. 

  

By arrogance, I mean the man is boasting that now that he has arrived to set mankind straight; billions 

and billions of people are his intellectual inferiors, that the Holy Bible and the tried and tested Truth in 

it; that has survived millenniums of scrutiny by far greater intellects than his own; a Book so magnificent 

in every way (https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holy-

bible/621311364614493)  that modern science, and the rest of modern published literature owes its 

very existence to; but in Dawkins self-deluded thinking, his version of "SCIENCE" reigns SUPREME, we 

don't need GOD; after all Dawkins and company has arrived to more grandly explain to all of us poor, 

ignorant fools still lost in the dark ages that now that fallible scientists claim to have it all figured out; we 

all can now discard our archaic religions for their far superior current opinions.  After all scientists are 

perfect, and completely unbiased, and purely objective, and base their opinions exclusively on evidence; 

while ALL religious people only base our opinions on blind faith; with no logical, rational, reasonable 

thought or factual evidence of any kind. (to summarize Dawkin's view of "religion" and religious people; 

while personifying what he alleges to so strongly disdain)  His presumptions are so  fallacious in every 
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way; I only listened to the rest of the program to warn others of his madness and not to fall into such 

lunacy anywhere on earth. 

  

The program continues with stark contrast of humble introduction by Christian, John Lennox, who 

rather begins with the most prominent statement of his family; recognizing the loving close relations 

he has plays a very strong role in who he is; by Divine Providence; as opposed to the accidental birth 

that is Richard Dawkins. I don't need to praise John in this commentary; as I am convinced his own 

rationale before Heaven and earth bespeaks of such admirable recognition intrinsically and that, by my 

own comprehension of his maturation in the Lord, I know he values the Praise that comes from knowing 

our Creator above anything I could say; which I reiterate would only detract from the most deserved 

attention others will give him; simply by listening to his shining words that so dramatically put to shame 

the nonsensical gibberish of Dawkins in this debate. 

  

Dawkins begins the debate: 

"...religion teaches us to be satisfied with not understanding..." 

"...we all of us share a kind of religious reverence for the beauties of the universe, for the complexity of 

life, the sheer magnitude of the cosmos, the sheer magnitude of geologic time..." 

"...what science has now achieved is an emancipation from that impulse to attribute these things to a 

Creator and it's a major emancipation..." 

"...everything we see around us is a manufactured object and so it's so tempting to believe that living 

things, or that the stars, the mountains, the rivers have all been made by something..." 

"...it was a supreme achievement of the human intellect to realize that there is a better explanation for 

these things; that these things can come about by purely natural causes..." 

"...we still don't know everything..." 

"...we now understand essentially how life came into being..." 

"...we know that we are all cousins of all animals and plants..." 

"...we know that we're descended from a common ancestor; which might have been something like 

bacteria, we know the process by which that came about..." 

"...we don't know the details; but we understand  essentially how it came about..." 

"...there are still gaps in our understanding..." 



"...we don't understand how the cosmos came into existence in the first place; but we're working on 

that..." 

"...religion teaches us to be satisfied with not really understanding..." 

"...science says, 'right; let's roll up our sleeves and work on it'..." 

"...religion says, 'oh God did it'..." 

"...religion provides a facile, easy, apparent explanation;  although as we'll see later in the evening it isn't 

really an explanation and it prevents the further work on the problem." 

  

It is readily apparent that Dawkins looks at the very term of "religion" as an antagonistic opponent of his 

personal connotations of what he considers to be "science".  It is obvious he has a personal bias and 

agenda to destroy everything he considers to fall under the category of "religion" and he thinks his own 

misconstrued version of "science" is the weapon to accomplish solving that "problem".  But examine his 

statements objectively just to see if they are fundamentally true or not (in any way actually "scientific"). 

  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=714555015242341&set=pcb.714557221908787&type=1&t

heater 

  

Anyone listening to his statements can readily see the man is obviously confused; while posturing as if 

he is knowledgeable.  Back and forth he goes struggling against Truth which lies innately in all creation; 

even somewhere in the depths of Dawkins dark and willful ignorance that makes up his soul presently.  

On the one hand he states we all have a "religious reverence for the beauties of the universe..." while in 

the next breath saying "religion teaches us to be satisfied with not understanding".  We then see all that 

Dawkins does NOT understand; as the all important questions he claimed to have attempted (so 

obviously unsuccessfully to the date of this debate) to resolve for himself; such as: where the cosmos 

(everything in the universe) comes from, HOW LIFE BEGAN, attributing humans as related to plants, 

animals, bacteria; and yet so ignorant about that claim he has to use a similitude "like a bacteria" as our 

so called common ancestor.  He champions "science" and "natural causes" but is there anything really 

truly "natural" about life? You would think as a biologist, he would have looked into that in detail; but if 

he has, he admits he still has gaps in his knowledge concerning it; and yet still has the audacity to claim 

that EVEN THOUGH HE HAS NO RATIONAL EXPLANATION FOR THE EXISTENCE OF THE UNIVERSE, LIFE, 

LIFE PROCESSES, "NATURAL" CAUSES; that his ideas of "religion" is the topic preventing further work on 

the problem. (the "problem" from where I sat listening to his madness is that of his own insanity and 

ignorance) This man supposedly shuns and detests anything he considers religion; claiming it prevents 

understanding; and yet he is so confused and lacking so much understanding that by his own definition 

one would have to conclude this man as practicing his notions of religion and practicing it fervently. 
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John Lennox aptly responds with some very fine counters: 

  

"...that science and modern science; as we know it, exploded in the 16th and 17th centuries and it 

arose out of a theistic background." 

  

"...that human beings became scientific because they expected law in nature and they expected law in 

nature because they believed in a Lawgiver.  I think that is profoundly important because it means; far 

from religion hindering science, it was the driving force behind the rise science in the first place." 

  

"Isaac Newton...it was because he understood the complexity and sophistication of the mathematical 

description of the universe that his praise for God was increased." 

  

"I would like to suggest, Richard, that somewhere down in this you're making a category mistake; 

because you're confusing mechanism with agency.  We  have a mechanism; it does x, y, z; therefore, 

there is no need for an agent." 

  

"I would suggest that the sophistication of the mechanism (and science rejoices in finding such 

mechanisms), is evidence for the sheer Wonder of the Creative Genius of GOD." 

  

Now here we see sanity, a man who is not confused on any of the topics, who understands very clearly 

that science itself does not exist apart from our Creator.  That science, scientific knowledge, came from 

persons who knew our Creator and brought forth equations from our Creator as the foundations of 

modern science itself.  Science is the accurate study of Creation; yet knowledge that is truthful comes 

from our Creator as fundamental Truth.  He understands the mechanism of "natural" processes are 

supernatural in origin and in complexity.  Dawkins admits he doesn't understand any of these things and 

yet vehemently argues against the existence of our Creator; despite his admitted ignorance and that is 

why I conclude the man is irrational, illogical, clearly confused and insane. 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=v34QjYPuiEA 
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Dawkins is no more a scientist than anyone who writes fantasy stories of purely imagined fiction; people 

need to listen to the words of actual scientists: 

  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/fathers-of-the-sciences-and-great-scientific-minds-

in-their-own-words/567609163318047 

  

Dawkins continues arguing about his connotation of "faith" versus "evidence"; and he might consider 

that with regards to his own current worldview because: 

  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/acknowledging-the-eternal-creator-takes-no-faith-

it-is-scientific-fact/491948024217495 

  

Dawkins rambles on: 

"...some nutcases are trying to introduce creationism into American schools; which is obviously very bad 

for science..." 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8DDIe_2cHM  and 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8GgrUposII 

  

"...and the lawyer said, 'Mr. Dawkins, is it true that evolution has led you to atheism?' I should have to 

say, 'Yes.'..." 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mxXICZ9mXo&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCEECF8 

  

"...the ordinary person in the pew; the ordinary, unsophisticated churchgoer believes deeply in miracles; 

and it's largely miracles that persuade that person into the church in the first place..." 

  

I can hardly imagine the devil himself making such statements with more nauseating, narcissistic, 

arrogance; mitigated only by the fact that this person who obviously thinks so highly of himself is sadly 
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making such a pitiable fool of himself.  Prayers should be made in his behalf; because in the name of his 

religion; he would have children brainwashed in public schools to become just as confused and insane as 

he is. 

  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evolution-and-atheism-intertwined-religions-of-

the-insane/492209810857983 

  

What a horrible world and universe this would be without miracles! (it wouldn't exist at all) 

http://faithtap.com/865/bruce-van-natta-saved-by-angels/#t/865/ 

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=documented+miracles&sm=1 

I still think the miracle of the Resurrected Christ and thereby how we can call upon the Living Eternal 

God and Creator of the Universe; is the greatest miracle every soul should experience and every true 

Christian has experienced! http://biblehub.com/luke/15-32.htmand http://biblehub.com/luke/15-

7.htm and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/are-you-a-christian/532952590117038 

  

Dawkins continues: 

"...design is dead; otherwise one must explain who designed the Designer ..." 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0DT6uljSbg 

"...Darwin explains life and no serious scientist doubts that..." 

"... in a sense we can say cosmology is awaiting its Darwin..." 

  

Here is the heart of Dawkins "problem" that he and other so called atheistic scientists are still rolling up 

their sleeves to work on.  They CLAIM they have no religion and that their worldview is based on 

evidence; so they sneer in derision against a Perfect Eternal Creator; while revering a lunatic on par with 

their own idiocy; like the incredibly fallible Darwin.  

  

1) Darwin never explained the origin of life. 
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2) Darwin's origin of species contains so many errors that daily revision is necessary to keep up with 

current scientific discoveries. 

  

3) There are no missing links even with millions of fossils recorded to date. 

  

4) There are no gradual transformations in the fossil record anywhere on earth. 

  

5) There is absolutely not one shred of evidence supporting Darwinian evolution despite the wishful 

imaginations of acolytes like Dawkins. 

  

6) The Biblical account of creation has never been disproven on any point and in fact such things like 

giants clearly support the biblical account and clearly disproves the delusions of Darwin, Dawkins and all 

like minded persons wherever they 

exist. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEmnXV5Qs2Q&list=PLDD19870F568B7818 

  

7) thousands of species use camouflage, many very specific camouflage to survive. If "gradual processes 

of small changes over time" were the explanation for their survival, all these species would have 

perished long before succeeding to magically transform themselves into creatures that look like leaves 

and twigs, etc.; likewise the millions of symbiotic relationships that exist in ecologies and thousands of 

which are so specific that two or more species are absolutely dependent on each other for their survival; 

proving they had to simultaneously exist from the beginning of those species and those relationships.  

Dawkins calls mitosis, asexual reproduction, sexual reproduction and his fantasy that the millions of life 

forms came from primordial single celled life forms which inexplicably came to life purely by chance 

from inorganic compounds as "natural causes".  Anyone who examines the detailed complexity of a 

single cell and life in general of how DNA programs organic material with specific shapes and functions 

and all intricately working together to comprise creatures people refer to as beautiful and amazing; is in 

itself supernatural and metaphysical to observe and if he believes such disproven nonsense that the 

universe exists with no Creator and that creatures came to life from non-living matter and that a single 

cell metamorphosed into all known life forms; then what he believes is no less miraculous; than those 

who state our Creator designed each and every living creature with specific form and function. 

  

Leastwise, as Dawkins puts it, such facile rubbish as Darwinian evolution is NOT any explanation at all. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gjvuwne0RrE 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lktmmd7YnD8 

  

The reason Dawkins appears to be completely insane and unbelievably ignorant is that he is attempting 

to do the impossible. While claiming there is no Creator; (any such statement indicates a person has lost 

the use of their perceptive abilities and/or ability to reason and comprehend what they perceive; in 

other words have gone insane-http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/acknowledging-the-

eternal-creator-takes-no-faith-it-is-scientific-fact/491948024217495  and 

 http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-eternal-creator-can-be-

known/495815193830778);  he does so in such a way that he violates everything he disdains about his 

own connotations of "religion".  That is he believes in something for which there is no evidence 

(Darwinian evolution); argues against something for which there is overwhelming ubiquitous evidence 

(God, our Creator, Intelligent Design) and sets aside all scientific facts that have already soundly 

disproven Darwinian evolutionary theory; especially as it is forced upon innocent children today in 

public education. 

  

http://www.ldolphin.org/wmwilliams.html 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gjvuwne0RrE&feature=c4-

overview&list=UUul300ELNnKXyxFosz1HyJA 

  

http://x-evolutionist.com/charles-darwin-described-the-problems-with-his-theory-in-his-book-origin-of-

species/ 

  

http://www.anncoulter.com/columns/2011-08-31.html 

  

http://www.overcomeproblems.com/believe_in_evolution.htm 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbqNIbjcv_w 
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But let's take the man at his own words and look at his idol Darwin and Darwinian evolution; the 

scientific evidence of what happens to those who like himself believe in that unsubstantiated religious 

dogma of pure delusion and fantasy.   

  

http://www.thedarwinpapers.com/oldsite/number1/Darwinpapers1Htm.htm 

  

http://www.icr.org/article/112/  (Dawkins seems to be a like progeny to his idol) 

  

If one takes an objective look at Darwin; no one in their right mind would idolize him or any of the 

nonsense he wrote in light of the facts that there is absolutely no evidence supporting Darwinian 

evolution and there never will be because, Creation is in fact designed with Divine Purpose by our 

Creator.  

  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/creation-v-evolution-please-use-your-intelligence-

to-recognize-intelligence/566154943463469 

  

http://www.anncoulter.com/columns/2011-08-31.html 

  

Dawkins goes on in his madness to compare and liken the quran to the Holy Bible; showing yet more of 

his massive ignorance regarding both. 

  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-worldview-that-calls-for-

genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/holy-bible-versus-the-quran/719366671475628 

  

Dawkins has become so depraved in his ignorance and arrogance  (in fulfillment of clear prophesy -

 http://biblehub.com/romans/1-28.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/romans/1-22.htm)  as to actually 

liken our Ineffable, Glorious, Wonderful, Holy Creator who Incarnated and walked among us doing only 

righteous deeds and supernatural miracles, who though severely maltreated only practiced acts of 
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kindness and words of Truth constantly; to such demonic raping, murdering, child abusing, human 

mutilating, disgusting filth as comprises those who authored and practiced the teachings of the quran 

and the bestial mythologies of demonic imaginations such as the scum of the universe of other imagined 

so called gods.  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanilevil-god-of-this-world-vs-

the-one-true-god-of-all-creation-part-2/633572213388408  He actually is either so ignorant, so 

depraved or so deceptively evil as to portray our Awesome Creator with the likes of true evil and evil 

imaginations of equally insane, deluded, deceived individuals in history and to this current day.  He 

claims and displays contempt for religion and those who hold their world views in blind faith and 

ignorance; particularly, of those doing wickedly because of their demon false gods and goddesses and 

vile worldviews/religions; while personifying such evil in every way himself. 

  

Any attempt at likening the very worst of humanity and literature (those adhering to the dictates of the 

quran or the mythology of so called "gods" who had sexual relations with beasts -

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BMCDV2afgM&list=PL0EF45DDA53AD2190&index=20  and 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zz8_MxcnzY) to the very best (and most maltreated) of humanity 

and literature (those adhering to the Instructions to Live By in the Holy Bible) is practicing extreme 

 http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/stupidity/527894057289558 and 

 http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/blasphemy-and-idolatry/568026456609651 of the 

very worst kind. 

  

The evil dictates of the quran are CONDEMNED by the Holy Bible; the two are polar opposites and have 

no likeness at all.  The quran calls for genocides; while the Holy Bible tells us we are all Created with 

Divine Purpose and to love righteousness (http://biblehub.com/micah/6-

8.htm and http://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/13-6.htm  and   http://biblehub.com/psalms/45-7.htm); 

arrest wickedness  (http://biblehub.com/matthew/16-19.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/romans/13-

4.htm), as all acts of Love for our Creator and one another; demonstrating a proper regard for the Divine 

Gift of Life; something the atheists have been minimizing by their delusions to dogma that reduces 

human life to a level of animals and plants and morals to being purely subjective with no absolutes (and 

has proven to be one of the most dangerous religious worldviews ever to surface on the face of the 

globe): 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mxXICZ9mXo&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCEECF8 

  

https://www.facebook.com/FFAF.International/photos/a.392139044163477.91994.390996674277714/

838926049484772/?type=1&theater 
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http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213 

  

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101 

  

It is the kind of universal ignorance and yet extreme arrogance surrounding his own delusions that 

enables other dangerous worldviews like islam and satanism and every other evil imagination to 

propagate; because Christianity is charged with arresting such wickedness and if it weren't for the likes 

of ignoramuses like Dawkins, we would be doing so in his own nation and most definitely here in 

America. http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/solutions/516489485096682and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/gain-

and-restore-freedom/550796821665948  Christians don't believe in genocides or in doing any kind of 

evil; but we do believe in arresting all evil doers; and that includes insane maniacs like Dawkins; who in 

their deluded religions think it's acceptable to brainwash innocent children with their hogwash. 

  

Dawkins further complains (and it's no wonder due to the extreme ignorance and madness he so 

relishes) that he can't see any of these facts about atheism and evolution in that he states repeatedly he 

can see no logical reason for people doing evil because they insanely choose to believe; despite 

ubiquitous evidence to the contrary, that there is no God  http://www.cija.ca/interfaith-2/cause-of-

death-militant-atheism/ andhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZSeGp8BwKs ; when in fact he 

ignores not only his own incredibly evil words, actions and ways; but all the ubiquitous evidence that 

when everyone does what is right in their own eyes (by doing away with the absolutes that come 

directly from our Creator; in trampling upon their own God given consciences; in favor of embracing 

their own preferred evil delusions and imaginations), that EVERY KIND OF EVIL manifests on earth 

because of those wicked imaginations in them, chaos and bloodshed results from the might makes right 

mentality; "survival of the fittest". 

 (Watch http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mxXICZ9mXo&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCEECF8 again) if you 

missed the historical evidence of this in the first viewing. http://biblehub.com/james/4-1.htm  

  

http://shoebat.com/2014/01/29/movie-liberals-dont-want-see/ 

  

http://www.chinaaid.org/2014/01/house-church-face-persecution-in.html 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mxXICZ9mXo&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCEECF8 
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http://www.cbn.com/cbnnews/world/2014/February/N-Korea-Leader-Linked-to-Crimes-against-

Humanity/ 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=pdUq993AsQc 

  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=699244096786302&set=ms.699184076792304.699244096

786302.699246683452710.699251290118916.699410656769646.bps.a.675440422500003.1073741827.

390996674277714&type=1&theater 

  

Consider thoroughly 

 http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/PublicLetters/AAAUpdatedPublicAlertsMattersofLifeandDeath/THE

%20PLANNED%20DEMORALIZATION%20OF%20AMERICA.pdf  and don't ignore the fact that we did not 

have massive rampant abortions, widespread premarital sex, open sodomites marching in our streets, 

islamic infiltrators illegally in office of the president, massive abuse of legal and illegal highly toxic drugs, 

open satanism in media and so called entertainment, huge prison populations, extreme wage 

disparities, growing oppression, increases of diseases, death, destruction, famines, plagues, and every 

curse in the scriptures http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-

treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230; or any of the evils now prevalent in 

America and other so called modern civilizations and nations until first brainwashing the children with 

the most evil of all religions: Darwinian evilution and atheism -

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7XR9yH2ETk, https://www.google.com/search?q=cia+studied+ho

w+to+brainwash+the+masses+through+public+indoctrination&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=cia+st

udied+how+to+brainwash+the+masses+through+public+indoctrination&aqs=chrome..69i57.14796j0j8&

sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-

8, https://www.google.com/search?q=nazis+in+america+before+and+after+ww2&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS5

35US535&oq=nazis+in+america+before+and+after+ww2&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j0.2176j0j8&sourceid=chr

ome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8, http://www.whatyouknowmightnotbeso.com/graphs.html)   

  

The nonsense of Darwin's theory of evilution(evil-u-shun) and atheism has done more to destroy 

humanity in modern history than all other deceptive religions of the devil combined worldwide. And it is 

primarily responsible today that so many Americans are in complete ignorance of actual history, our 

Christian heritage as a nation, and actual scientific facts for the likes of the twaddle Dawkins purports. 

 Watch it again:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mxXICZ9mXo&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCEECF8 
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http://www.rightwingnews.com/uncategorized/are-you-ready-for-international-beastiality-rights-day-

yeah-you-read-that-right/ 

  

http://www.str.org/articles/the-real-murderers-atheism-or-christianity#.UukOnRDTl6k 

  

http://www.hawaii.edu/powerkills/NOTE1.HTM 

  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=242918725888450&set=a.241554116024911.1073741841.

181573948689595&type=1&theater 

  

He also contradicts his opening statement by acknowledging his own views on life may be very ugly with 

regards to natural selection (again still not supposedly seeing a logical connection between murdering 

genocidal maniacs, abortions, rapes, and lawlessness when he and others insist there is no Lawgiver to 

whom we all will give an account) when he so softly and in such awe opened with how science more 

grandly, with more beauty and sophistication describes such hideous notions as his own views on life 

and the irrational, unjustifiable, illogical lack of explanation of where not only life came from; but the 

entire universe and all it contains.  The man is insane, he contradicts himself throughout his arguments 

and doesn't even need to be debated as such. (he does such a fine job of debating himself in what 

appears to be dissociative schizophrenia on display-http://biblehub.com/romans/1-

22.htm and http://biblehub.com/romans/1-28.htm) 

  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=710494065661305&set=a.392139044163477.91994.39099

6674277714&type=1&theater 

  

Religious worshippers of darwinian evolution, like Dawkins; whenever confronted with evidence that 

clearly disproves their worldview/religion have automatically dismissed it with outright lies; like claiming 

the human fossilized footprints found with dinosaurs prints were carved! 

 http://www.dinosaurc14ages.com/footprints.htm  Dr. Carl Baugh was so vehemently attacked by these 

so called mad scientists of evolutionary theory, that he went back to a site where the controversial 

prints were found and followed a set leading into and beneath sendimentary layers of fossilized rock. 

 WHILE THE CAMERAS WERE ROLLING, pried up those layers revealing that the human footprints 

continued UNDER THE FRESHLY PRIED UP SEDIMENTARY LAYERS; along with yet more dinosaur tracks. 

 This evidence along with much more as can be seen clearly by anyone with eyes and sight, disproves 

evolutionary theory as it is still being forced upon children to this day, and disproves it BEYOND A 
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SHADOW OF A DOUBT!  http://www.creationevidence.org/carlbaugh/v2ch1.htm  and 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaQqa90e9KQ 

  

He adamantly persists in his arrogance and ignorance, that even though he has failed to address any of 

the questions he said were of the utmost importance to him, where the universe came from, where life 

came from, etc.; even though he acknowledges his own lack of rational explanation for even his own 

existence thereby; he insists there is no God and certainly not the God of the Holy Bible.  People like 

Dawkins who call themselves scientists; despite all evidence to the contrary, are SO arrogant, they just 

can't comprehend that perhaps the reason they're "still working on it" is that they are the more 

mentally challenged individuals; instead of all the "religious" persons they look down upon.  They just 

can't look themselves in the mirror and face the fact that just perhaps the reasons those of us who offer 

the truthful explanation of "God did it" is because we ALREADY worked that out long ago.  Dawkins 

claims he bases his own beliefs on evidence; while ignoring the fact that millions of human beings have 

suffered unbelievable torture and death simply for refusing to deny Christ our Lord and Savior, Creator 

of the Universe.  He and all like him must ignore that evidence that ALL those people were so strong in 

their convictions of what they knew to be absolute Truth; that they accepted horrendous tortures and 

death rather than even pretend to renounce them!  He and all like him while claiming to be scientists 

ignore the fact that the scriptures are replete with procedures that can be tested and proven and all the 

rest of such evidence as I have briefly covered here:  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188  

and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-

repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230  Dawkins would rather ignore the fact that more than a 

billion souls tell him point blank that they KNOW our Creator personally (and that ANYONE can KNOW 

our Creator and verify absolute TRUTH for themselves - http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/are-you-a-christian/532952590117038  and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/christ-is-not-seeking-numbers-in-his-ranks-but-only-the-truly-repentant-true-

dis/508879595857671   and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/saved-by-

grace/584215104990786  and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/no-

excuses/585649084847388), and millions have suffered and died rather than renounce Him, than to 

admit that he is one of the slow learners of the universe and that he has been incredibly arrogant and 

incredibly ignorant while clinging to his own religious views (that I wager he would gladly set aside 

before enduring anything like Christians have gone through in all of history to this 

day). http://www.homecomers.org/mirror/and https://www.google.com/search?q=christian+persecuti

on+worldwide&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq=christian+persecution+worl&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j0l2

j69i59j0l2.8638j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8  But according to the likes of 

Dawkins, ALL these people do not hold their own views based on evidence and in a rational manner; 

instead they ALL suffer and die purely because of their lack of knowledge and irrational "blind faith". 

Yup, to be a man like Dawkins, you have to consider yourself superior in every way to ALL these persons 

who endure TORTURE and DEATH for their "religion". You furthermore have to consider your own 

opinions superior to the most literarily and historically accurate Book in all 
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antiquity. http://www.angelfire.com/sc3/myredeemer/Evidencep3.html A Book with encrypted 

messages interwoven while recording overt messages of Truth and factual historical 

events. http://www.realbiblecodes.com/ A Book 100% inerrant in many thousands of prophecies many 

of which are occurring before the eyes of the whole world!http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783  and 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/end-times-verse-by-verse/625795230832773   A 

Book so Great that the printing press was invented JUST TO MAKE SURE even people like Dawkins had it! 

 http://inventors.about.com/od/gstartinventors/a/Gutenberg.htm  The Holy Bible is no work of fiction 

like what Dawkins has written; but of Divinely Inspired knowledge that governs the universe and the 

affairs of mankind; EASILY OBSERVED! http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-

sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230 

  

Anyone listening to Dawkins can see he is one of the most  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551 persons on earth and perhaps in the history of the 

world.  

  

The scriptures in the Holy Bible are provable by ubiquitous evidence. Knowledge exists now to give 

ample verse by verse evidence supporting it throughout:  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230  

  

Dawkins and all evolutionary atheists like him are the real danger to children; by opposing fundamental 

Truth for his wishful, unsubstantiated delusions. He and all evolutionary atheists are the ones that are a 

real discredit to science and disservice to education. 

  

http://www.salon.com/2013/09/10/richard_dawkins_defends_mild_pedophilia_says_it_does_not_caus

e_lasting_harm/  - virtually every time you gaze more in depth at the character of those who reject the 

Gospel of Salvation; you find them clinging to wickedness in some form or fashion; just as Christ stated: 

  

John 3:15-21Amplified Bible (AMP) 

  

15 In order that everyone who believes in Him [who cleaves to Him, trusts Him, and relies on Him] 

may  not perish, but have eternal life and [actually] live forever! 
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16 For God so greatly loved and dearly prized the world that He [even] gave up His only begotten 

unique) Son, so that whoever believes in (trusts in, clings to, relies on) Him shall not perish (come to 

destruction, be lost) but have eternal (everlasting) life. 

17 For God did not send the Son into the world in order to judge (to reject, to condemn, to pass 

sentence on) the world, but that the world might find salvation and be made safe and sound through 

Him. 

18 He who believes in Him [who clings to, trusts in, relies on Him] is not judged [he who trusts in Him 

never comes up for judgment; for him there is no rejection, no condemnation—he incurs no 

damnation]; but he who does not believe (cleave to, rely on, trust in Him) is judged already [he has 

already been convicted and has already received his sentence] because he has not believed 

in and trusted in the name of the only begotten Son of God. [He is condemned for refusing to let his 

trust rest in Christ’s name.] 

19 The [basis of the] judgment (indictment, the test by which men are judged, the ground for the 

sentence) lies in this: the Light has come into the world, and people have loved the darkness rather 

than and more than the Light, for their works (deeds) were evil. 

20 For every wrongdoer hates (loathes, detests) the Light, and will not come out into the 

Light but shrinks from it, lest his works (his deeds, his activities, his conduct) be exposed and reproved. 

21 But he who practices truth [who does what is right] comes out into the Light; so that his works may 

be plainly shown to be what they are—wrought with God [divinely prompted, done with God’s help, in 

dependence upon Him]. 

  

  

It is high time we taught people; especially children the TRUTH and showed them the ubiquitous 

 http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evidence-of-god-our-creator/568134419932188 

so no one ever again so obnoxiously and arrogantly holds their own brainwashing, deceptions and self-

delusions in such high regard; making such an obvious fool of themselves in front of the whole world. 

  

Dawkins is a prime example of http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-we-all-need-

instructions-from-our-creator-to-live-by/533444303401200  and so I urge everyone to demand that the 

Holy Bible is the primary text book throughout all public education; until every soul everywhere knows 

our Creator and is learning from our Creator directly concerning all things. 
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Some might ask why would I attempt to show Dawkins what he looks like in a mirror (give him a taste of 

his own medicine)?  https://youtu.be/0d4FHHf00pY  I want him to see that he is exactly what he alleges 

to despise about others who THINK they are doing something right in the name of their religion; while 

doing something actually awful. (like brainwashing children away from our Creator so they go through 

life aimlessly in ignorance and if they die in their sins; experience dreadful and lasting consequences all 

because they listened to a person like Dawkins and thought he actually knew what he was talking about; 

when he clearly does not.)  I also care about even persons like him; despite the fact that he and others, 

who are similarly infatuated with the religions of darwinian evil-u-shun and atheism, are largely 

responsible for very evil developments in subjective secular humanism; in destroying proper values that 

make for a stable, healthy and prosperous society; blessed by our Creator.  I want him to rethink 

everything he has learned and perchance; like the Apostle, properly count it all the "pile of crap" that it 

is; so that he can learn directly from our Creator sooner than later and perhaps lead back into the Light 

of Truth persons everywhere he once led astray into darkness and confusion. 

 http://biblehub.com/philippians/3-8.htm 

  

Virtually everything that comes out of Dawkins' mouth is ignorance and/or delusions.  He is one of the 

many who are presenting their own version of the modern cult of scientism; declaring their fantasies 

and fiction in the name of "science" and in the process deceiving and deluding not only themselves but 

all self-destructive, ignorant fools who are likewise in denial of REALITY, our ETERNAL CREATOR.  But 

what is really evil about these people, is that they brainwash innocent little children with their madness; 

telling such precious souls that they came from apes or ape-like ancestors; instead of the truth and fact 

that they are intensely wonderful Divine Creations; beloved of our Eternal Creator, Lord and Savior, 

Jesus Christ. 

  

Dawkins is by his own choice following lies and delusions; so he is willfully ignorant and self-deluded by 

definition; as he has seen clear evidence that darwinian evolution is absolute nonsense: 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbNpi2d5oEs 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-religion-of-modern-scientism-versus-the-

science-of-biblical-creation/885713464840947/ 

  

I hope before Richard Dawkins dies; he will use the perceptive abilities and brain matter God gave him; 

to embrace knowledge, reason, logic and truth; but until then may all souls shun the Dawkins Delusion. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0d4FHHf00pY 
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Richard Dawkins - Conservapedia 

Clinton Richard Dawkins, FRS, FRSL, born March 26, 1941 (age 72), is a biologist, evolutionist, agnostic 

(See: Richard Dawkins and agnosticism)… 
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Michael Leinbach I love reading people like Michael Swenson simply because he has the same exact 

type of mind I have. It is like reading a mirror of my own thinking. Which proves to me that REAL 

Christians are taught by GOD! We are able to see the lunacy instantly in Dawkins words...> 

 

"On the one hand he states we all have a "religious reverence for the beauties of the universe..." while 

in the next breath saying "religion teaches us to be satisfied with not understanding". " 

 

The above comment is so utterly foolish because Dawkins says "Religion teaches us to be satisfied with 

not understanding" as if just say "BUT GOD DID IT" is enough for us. 

 

What is so absurd about what Dawkins says here is that the Bible does not tell us to not understand! 

When the Bible tells us to " LEAN NOT UNTO OUR OWN UNDERSTANDING," it is telling us to not accept 

the first thing which pops into our heads about something! 

Which is the very thing Dawkins constantly does over and over again! 

The Bible clearly tells us that we need to seek the truth and study to be able to give a defense for the 

faith that we have! To be ready in season and out of season! So HOW could "lean not unto your own 

understanding" possibly mean we shouldn't understand? It is telling us that our first thoughts on 

something alone are not enough! That we must THINK, STUDY, PRAY, LEARN! If we think we know 

something we know nothing yet as we ought to know! The Bible is full of scriptures leading us to not 

accept things at face value! If we did we would still all be stuck in what the world teaches us to believe!!  

The Bible is telling us to engage in Science! The state of knowing!! But above all the Bible calls us to 

understand and grow in the Grace of Jesus Christ above all things!  

 

For someone to assume that, "Lean not to your own understanding" means "don't think" is total and 

utter nonsense!! 

 

Let me make this clear, The problem with people like Dawkins, Atheists, is that they Lean on their own 

understanding and they are all products of what the World system has brainwashed them into believing. 

They believe everything they learned in schools and refuse to see something else. Yet they say we 

Christians are the ones who are not understanding! Nothing could be further from the truth! 
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Michael Leinbach Let me also say that Science does NOT disprove God and the supposed evidences for 

evolution are absolutely nonsense. Those who believe evolution is how all things came to their current 

state are fooled by the lies told by atheistic scientists who are the same type of people who years ago 

said something as foolish as ," The rainbow is not a promise from God to people that he will never 

destroy the earth again by Flood because it is simply light bending through water causing a prismatic 

effect." 

Why is the above quote foolishness? 

Just because they figured out how God created the Rainbow does not mean God did not create it!!!  

 

You can take this simple counter point and apply it to every process in human biology which has been 

falsely attributed to evolution by atheistic scientists!! 
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Michael 

Swenson https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=631892090191265&set=a.530611936985948.10

73741828.519751511405324&type=1&theater - Dawkins can't see the "logical" connection between no 

God and those who do evil. 
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Atheism Fails 

January 8, 2014 ·  

DAHMER FOUND SALVATION IN JESUS CHRIST 

I've often pointed to Jeffrey Dahmer as an example of what a belief in Atheism can cause in a person's 

life. Here's a quick look for those who are unfamiliar with his gruesome story of heinous crime. 

Jeffrey Dahmer, an Atheist, was arrested and accused of raping and brutally killing seventeen men and 

boys, dismembering them, storing their parts and indulging in cannibalism and necrophilia. He was 

determined by the court to be sane and thus, could be tried and ultimately was sentenced to serve 900 

years in prison. 

Here's what Dahmer said to the court psychiatrist that convinced the court that he was sane: 

"If a person doesn't think that there is a God to be accountable to, then what's the point of trying to 

modify your behavior to keep it within acceptable ranges?" 

That is a perfectly sane statement. It is completely immoral, but it is logical and sane. Atheists have no 

reason to modify their behavior if, as they claim, there is no God to hold them accountable. And if they 

are as Darwinists claim, nothing more than animals, cousins of primates, descended from pond scum, 

why shouldn't they be expected to live as animals. 

But just because Dahmer's rationale was sane doesn't make his actions right, so he went to trial. He 

eventually died in prison, but not before confessing his sins to a holy God, asking for forgiveness in the 

name of Jesus Christ and repenting of his sins. In other words, he was saved. 

Curiously, whenever I've mentioned this to Atheists — and the most informed of them already know 

these facts — they have cried, "Unfair!" saying "What kind of God would forgive that..." or "If that's the 

kind of person who God lets into heaven then I don't want any part of that and I won't bow to him." 

Some say even worse things in their self-righteous claims to morality. 

But I ask you, Atheists who would think or say that, what is the cause of all that hate in your heart, that 

you would deny mercy and grace to another person? Don't you say that you would do unto others as 

you would have them do unto you? And what gives you the right to make such a judgment? You are only 

god of yourself, no one else. If you doubt this, just ask another Atheist to bow to you. 

So, what's wrong with God granting His mercy and grace to a sinner, no matter what the sin he or she 

has committed? Let Dahmer be an example for you own life, and evidence that you, too, can be saved. 

Jeffrey Dahmer made many bad choices in his life, but ultimately he made the right one. To use a 

baseball analogy, he turned a 9th-inning deficit into a win. 

Evil exists. So does Satan, who rules the hearts of ungodly men and women. Some are more noticeably 

evil than others but it is God's desire that all people be saved — IF they will turn to Him for salvation. 
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God doesn't force anyone — true love is never forced. But God also applies justice to every case, and it's 

His universe and His rules. Don't let your ending be like Darwin's or Hitler's or Christopher Hitchens', 

men who, as far as we know, never asked for forgiveness. Jesus Christ provides the only solution for sin 

and the only source for salvation. 

Today may be YOUR day. Now may be your time. Tomorrow is not guaranteed for anyone. God has 

given you the ability to choose, and you wouldn't want it any other way — you wouldn't want to be 

forced. He wants the best for you, which is eternal life, but He will honor your choice. That shows his 

love for you. He is good to his word, and his word says that no person is without excuse. That is evidence 

of his justice. 

Romans 1:20 

For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes, His eternal power and divine nature, have 

been clearly seen, being understood through what has been made, so that they are without excuse. 

All will be Judged by the God's word, which is the Bible: 

John 12:48 

He who rejects Me and does not receive My sayings, has one who judges him; the word I spoke is what 

will judge him at the last day. 
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January 16, 2014 ·  

CHINA LAUNCHED PLAN TO PROMOTE ATHEISM IN TIBET 

"The Chinese Communist Party has launched a three-year drive to promote atheism in the Buddhist 

region of Tibet, saying it is the key to economic progress and a weapon against separatism as typified by 

the exiled Tibetan leader, the Dalai Lama. The move comes amid fresh foreign reports of religious 

persecution in the region, which was invaded by China in 1950. Xiao Huaiyuan, the head of the Party 

propaganda department in Tibet, told a meeting of the regional committee that the new campaign 

would "help peasants and herdsmen free themselves from the negative influence of religion". 

"Intensifying propaganda on atheism is especially important for Tibet because atheism plays an 

extremely important role in promoting economic construction, social advancement and socialist spiritual 

civilization in the region," Xiao said in the speech, which was reported by Tibetan TV on January 10th" 

(BBC). If you are concerned about the suppression of religion by the atheistic government of China, 

consider supporting organizations that combat this, such as Open Doors USA. Contrary to the atheistic 

communist propaganda distributed by the government of China, science demonstrates that religion 

ameliorates society (See: http://on.fb.me/1atM5sb). 

Full Article: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/world/monitoring/253345.stm (British Broadcasting 

Corporation; "China announces "civilizing" atheism drive in Tibet"; 1/12/99) 
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Michael Swenson Apparently, Dawkins ignores the obvious (the logical connection of those doing evil 

because they trample upon their own conscience that knows better in claiming there is no God) as 

Lennox put it http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage... 

 

 

 

The God Delusion Debate: Richard Dawkins and Dr. John Lennox 

YOUTUBE.COM 
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North Korea Remains Greatest Persecutor of Christians, World Watch List Reports 

CHARISMANEWS.COM|BY GINA MEEKS 
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Biblical Creation 

January 18, 2014 ·  

"CRO-MAGNON" MAN WAS JUST ANOTHER HUMAN 

DNA sequences from individuals identified as "Cro-Magnon" man, a supposed link in the evolution chain, 

have identical DNA as some modern Europeans. Not to mention they were buried in modern clothing. 

Where did this supposed evolution take place then? Another one bites the dust. 
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Do They Eat Babies in China? 
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State-sponsored atheism led to the martyrdom of over 25 million believers. Atheism has had its chance 

in the world. Now let the complementary fields of religion and science prevail. Click on this poster and 

"like" if you agree and follow the Freedom From Atheism Foundation for more posts in the future! 
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Information about persecution of the religious in the atheist state of North Korea. For more posts like 
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28.286013238096523&type=1&theater I have been following Biblical Creation for about a year now and 

the posts uniformly disprove evil-u-shun; this is just another post showing the many inconsistencies with 

darwinian evolutionary theory and the so called "evidence" they rely upon. The posts are simultaneously 

critical of the modern so called dating processes altogether; so the purpose of the post is to show yet 

another of many errors in evolutionary theory as it is still forced upon innocent children AND that 

modern dating methods are unreliable for many 
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crocodiles, rhinos, komodo dragons; ceolocanths, the only difference is the SAME species STILL ALIVE 

with us are smaller. evidence is in the fossil record that in recent history (as early as only 7000 years ago 

(before the flood, species were much larger in general) including giants -

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEmnXV5Qs2Q... andhttp://www.keelynet.com/biology/baugh.htm

 plants and animals in laboratory tests under pre-flood atmospheric conditions have grown to enormous 

sizes (attributed to so called dinosaurs; in recent 

history) http://www.icr.org/article/4827/365/ andhttp://www.genesispark.com/exhibits/early-

earth/experiments/ 
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all, the Oedipus complex is unconscious, it is established in childhood and, above all, its dominant 

motive is hatred of the father and the desire for him not to exist, especially as represented by the desire 

to overthrow or kill the father. Freud regularly described God as a psychological equivalent to the father, 

and so a natural expression of Oedipal motivation would be powerful, unconscious desires for the 

nonexistence of God. Therefore, in the Freudian framework, atheism is an illusion caused by the Oedipal 

desire to kill the father and replace him with oneself. To act as if God does not exist is an obvious, not so 

subtle disguise for a wish to kill Him, much the same way as in a dream, the image of a parent going 

away or disappearing can represent such a wish: “God is dead” is simply an undisguised Oedipal wish-

fulfillment."  

—Paul Vitz, PhD, New York University, Department of Psychology 

Full Research Article: http://anti-matters.org/articles/91/public/91-84-1-PB.pdf 
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THE TOBACCO HORNWORM 

Each day the tobacco hornworm caterpillar ingests six times the lethal dosage of nicotine for humans! 

The creature processes the remaining nicotine to release it through respiratory holes in its skin, to ward 

off wolf spiders 

Until now scientists were unsure of how the tobacco hornworm processed the addictive substance to 

use as a weapon against hungry spiders. 

They have discovered that some of the toxin enters the insect’s blood while the remainder is excreted 

through tiny respiratory holes on its skin and in turn works as an effective deterrent. 

This is another living organism that totally defies the evolutionary process. How could this tiny 

caterpillar evolve to ingest a toxic amount of nicotine? If evolution were true, it wouldn't be here! God 

made everything in perfect order from the very beginning. 
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EVOLUTION COUD NOT DO THIS 

The ichneumon wasp (Thalessa) looks so delicate that the slightest wind ought to blow it over. Yet it 

lands on a hard tree trunk, and begins thumping with something that looks as delicate and frail as the 

leg of a daddy longlegs. But that antennae, thinner than a human hair, happens to be a high-power 

extension drill. The drill is about 4½ inches [11.43 cm] long, so long that it curves up and down as the 

small insect thumps on the hardwood with it. After thumping for a time, the tiny creature somehow 

knows it has found the right place to start work. Drilling begins. This little wasp uses that delicate feeler 

to cut its way down through several inches of solid, hard oak wood! This is totally unexplainable. 

Scientists have tried to solve the puzzle, but without success. The second miracle is what the wasp is 

drilling for; the larvae of a special beetle. How can it possibly know where to start its drill, so as to go 

straight down (it always drills straight down)—and reach a beetle larvae? Scientists cannot figure this 
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out either. Somehow the initial thumping told the tiny insect that a grub was several inches down, and 

that it was the kind of larvae it was looking for. The ichneumon wasp lays its eggs on just one larvae, 

that of the Tremex. When those eggs hatch, they will have food to grow on. Then, before they grow too 

large, tiny ichneumon wasps come out through that original hole 
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THIS INSECT LOOKS EXACTLY LIKE THE EUCALYPTUS LEAF IT HIDES NEXT TO.. 

And this happened by chance? Evolution has no leg to stand on. 

Tropidoderus Childrenii 

Children's stick insect, Tropidoderus childrenii, is a species of stick insect found in Australia. Children's 

stick insect being about 110 millimetres (4.3 in) long can be quite gracious but when they reproduce 

they can reach plague proportions and can wipe out eucalypt forests. During adulthood the children's 
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stick insect mate more than once and this species is parthenogenic so its whole life as an adult, the 

female children's stick insect is laying eggs. From Winter to Autumn, (winter laid autumn hatched) the 

eggs will hatch forming an army of baby stick insects 
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The Killing Fields in Cambodia: http://freedomdefender.blogspot.com/…/atrocities-of-atheism… 

Related Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEvq4yJZ3I8 
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Blessed Assurance 

A favorite Christian hymn written by Fanny J. Crosby (1873). Sung in the video by Harpeth Gospel 

Quartet. Please click to play all the featured Christian hym... 
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Can the Declaration of Independence get more FANS than Obama? 
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Echoes of Darkness [Mini-documentary] 
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Answers in Genesis 

February 22, 2014 ·  

After Eden: Fish Legs and Knees 

http://www.answersingenesis.org/ 
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Atheist professor destroys evolution 

Atheist professor exposes the hoax of evolution. Wretched TV original 

video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3jrcP-o6Vs 
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North Korea looks like a sea of misery in this photo from space 

KNOWMORE.WASHINGTONPOST.COM 
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Kim Jong-un calls for execution of 33 Christians 

North Korea tyrant Kim Jong-un has reportedly ordered that 33 Christians believed to be working 

alongside South Korean Baptist missionary Km… 
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Is Richard Dawkins leading people to Jesus? – Telegraph Blogs 

BLOGS.TELEGRAPH.CO.UK 
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Extinction, Darwin Wrong Again 

In The Origin of Species, Charles Darwin envisioned that “extinction and natural selection go hand in 

hand.” Extinction, however, was relatively… 

DARWINTHENANDNOW.COM 
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Answers for atheists 

April 22, 2014 ·  

"Love your neighbor as yourself. Love does no wrong to others; therefore love is the fulfillment of the 

law.” 

-Romans 13:9-10 

If everyone in the world followed Jesus Christ’s teachings, this would be a world of peace and love, 

without violence, without hate and without war. 

On the other hand, it has been estimated that in less than the past 100 years, governments under the 

banner of ATHEISTIC communism have caused the death of 259,432,000 human lives. 

 

 

For instance: 

 Non-Religious Dictator Lives Lost 

Joseph Stalin - 42,672,000 

Mao Zedong - 37,828,000 

Adolf Hitler - 20,946,000 

Chiang Kai-shek - 10,214,000 
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Vladimir Lenin - 4,017,000 

Hideki Tojo - 3,990,000 

Pol Pot - 2,397,000 

Therefore, the #1 cause of violence and war in human history has been “NON-religious motivations”. 

 

 

Read more at: 

http://carm.org/religion-cause-war 

(Answer for people who hypocritically claim that religion is the #1 cause of violence and war throughout 

the history of mankind.) 
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Atheist Circular Reasoning at its finest. 
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Michael Swenson If only all such delusions and deceptions were actually forcefully banned 

internationally! (or rather people FINALLY came to the knowledge of TRUTH!) -

https://www.facebook.com/bluenationreview/photos/a.268624786652737.1073741828.268311603350

722/293004187548130/?type=1 freedom of religion as defined in our constitution was never intended 

to become what it is (a defense for criminal behavior and 

propaganda):https://www.facebook.com/.../satanilevil.../633572213388408 i am for freedom to do 

righteously; including arresting those doing wickedly. (that means all those brainwashing little kids with 

fiction turning them into irrational "atheists" in the first 

place: https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886 if we were 

actually concerned only about teaching Truth; helping people not to present themselves 

as http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/mentally-challenged/575010789244551 by 

instruction of facts instead of fiction in our public schools http://www.facebook.com/.../evidence-

of.../568134419932188 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-sufferings-of-christ-

a-treatise-on-repentance-and-forgiveness/556880667724230 we wouldn't even have terms like 

"atheists"; let alone the state genocides that have resulted in the deaths of hundreds of millions as a 

result. (read the cited notes for the historic facts). I personally am NOT for freedom to distribute 

genocidal literature, NOT for freedom to incite human atrocities, NOT for freedom to intentionally 

deceive, rape, harm little children; but many "religions" of the world encourage such horrific atrocities; 

including the evil that is https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-any-

worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-to/560337004045263now being forcefully 

indoctrinated in various places all over the world and even here in 

America!https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/what-is-happening-to-

america/573663929379237 the founders intended (being predominantly Christian) that people would 

be free to choose their denomination of Christianity and Spirituality under the One True God, our 

Creator, they in NO WAY intended to spawn devil worship that is so evil that it would have meant their 

own enslavement, torture and demise!https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/original-

intent-of-the-religious-clause-of-the-first-amendment/553723191373311 So please be careful and more 

knowledgeable about supporting "freedom of religion" as it has been perverted to promote all kinds 

ofhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-who-want-to-burn-forever-

represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883. People fail to understand how anything 

that leads them away from knowing our Creator (including atheism) automatically results in suffering, 

death and destruction. (God has given people the freedom to choose to do righteously or wickedly; but 

no one is free from the consequences of those choices); so for my part I am all for banning the insanity 

of https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evolution-and-atheism-intertwined-religions-of-

the-insane/492209810857983 as historically and currently all over the world it results in lawlessness, 

corruption and oppression and even persecution and death of innocent persons. 
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This is messed up.. 
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277714/808627095848001/?type=1&theater not sure which is worse, dawkins or those that actually 

pay to follow his lunacy. 
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More Richard Dawkins Hypocrisy. 
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WHY?Outreach added a new photo to CARM.org's timeline — with Richard Dawkins. 

August 22, 2014 ·  

"Budding atheists wondering whether Richard Dawkins is in need of a little time away from Twitter to 

reflect on the past few weeks are about to have their (lack of) prayers answered. 

The philosopher has managed to go one step further than his controversial comments on ‘date rape 

versus stranger rape’ to voice his opinions on what it would be ethical for a mother who is informed that 

her unborn child has Down Syndrome to do.. 

...But after engaging in conversation with a number of users, his ethical values appeared to come a little 

unstuck." 

Read the rest here: http://www.independent.co.uk/…/richard-dawkins-on-babies-wi… 

And for his refutation go here: http://creation.com/abortion-after-birth 
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Mr. Mikhail Mashin, the director of the ZIL, has built a thriving business on the refutation of this 

particular Dawkinsian myth. Under Soviet rule, ZIL made cars, but the competition ZIL faced from 

Western automotive manufacturers after the fall of the Soviet Union forced the company to creatively 

explore other markets. ZIL now manufactures church bells because there is a booming business in 

church construction due to the fact that from 1917 to 1969, the atheist Soviets destroyed "thousands of 

churches, monasteries and convents across the 

country":http://www.washingtontimes.com/…/apr/24/20040424-105838-4…/… 

"The Secularization Experiment included not only a wide range of coercive tactics intent on driving the 

individual from any public expression of religion but also a denial of meeting places for religious groups. 

In seizing all private property, Communist Party officials were able to determine the fate of all churches, 

mosques, and synagogues. In 1914, before Communist rule, there were approximately 54,000 

functioning Russian Orthodox Churches; by 1941, only 4,200 churches remained open. In 1941, less than 

8 percent of the Russian Orthodox Churches functioning in 1914 were still in existence. The number of 

Russian Orthodox Churches then grew during World War II as restrictions on church activities were 

briefly lifted; this number subsequently shrank as postwar antireligious policies reemerged. Monasteries 

and convents were also closed in great numbers; by 1964, only ten Orthodox monasteries and convents 

were still in existence from the hundreds that functioned before Communist rule. 

Churches were not only closed but, as an additional insult to the religiously devout, the structures were 

often converted into Communist offices or other buildings. Most dramatically, Communist officials 

remade the beautiful St. Petersburg cathedral of Our Lady of Kazan into the Museum of the History of 

Religion and of Atheism, which provided exhibits to demonstrate the ‘’folly” of religion. In many cases, 

exquisite church buildings were simply demolished. The ornate and architecturally unique Cathedral of 

Christ the Savior was blown up to make way for a proposed shrine to Lenin. … Church bells were 

confiscated and melted down for their precious metal, and holy relics were ransacked. … These acts of 

vandalism display not only a hatred for religious ideology but also an intense loathing of the existence of 

religious artifacts.'' - Paul Froese, The Plot to Kill God: Findings from the Soviet Experiment in 

Secularization. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008, pp. 51-52. 

Video of Orthodox churches being desecrated and destroyed by the Soviet 

atheists:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtGDoq0wyZU 
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Atheism Fails 

March 15, 2015 ·  

observational, testable, repeatable science...that is what puts man on the moon and electronic gadgets 

in your hand. Darwinian evolution is not the same, it has very little empirical evidence and is propped up 

by wild extrapolations and a presuppositions. 

There are no "beneficial " mutations- name one single, not "desirable", mutation...a mutation that adds 

true gain-of-function to the genome. Name one single medical practice or medication which desires 

"mutation". Mutations are overwhelmingly deleterious yet this is the primary mechanism of evolution. 
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Michael Swenson https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/christ-

crucified/735365403209088 there isn't a more thoroughly documented event in all of antiquity; nor a 

more published and broadcast event than the Annunciation, Declaration, Incarnation, Crucifixion and 

Resurrection of the ONE and ONLY MESSIAH, YAHOSHUAH. so muslims, atheists, unbelievers appear 

EXTREMELY ignorant when they try and deny it! A FACT they and ANYONE can verify for themselves 

SIMPLY BY CALLING ON YAHOSHUAH!!!!!!!!https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/god/719346771477618 
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Christ Crucified and Resurrected 

Today some in a display of extreme ignorance or willful deception and delusions deny Jesus Christ even 

existed; even though He is the most documented Person in all of history; with the details of His 

Incarnation and deeds, together with His Pre and Post Incarnation Existence published worldwide in 

over 5000 languages. ... 

Continue Reading 
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Abiogenesis explained and discredited 

Abiogenesis is statistically impossible. Atheists still advocate this myth however despite it having zero 

evidence. 

YOUTUBE.COM 
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Donall and Conall Meet Richard Dawkins 

There's no evidence of God's existence if you don't count all the evidence of God's existence. Donall and 

Conall are… 

YOUTUBE.COM 
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Michael Swenson Some astronomers (the "naturalistically" minded) like to claim these days that the 

stars and galaxies are all just random formations of dust and gas that come together due to gravity; but 

let us examine the facts. Properties of 

gas https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gez2rmeCpfE http://chemed.chem.purdue.edu/.../bp/ch4/pro

perties2.html Gases have three characteristic properties: (1) they are easy to compress, (2) they expand 

to fill their containers, and (3) they occupy far more space than the liquids or solids from which they 

form. Those that leave GOD out of the equation are leaving an aspect that is apparent in everything that 

we observe - KNOWLEDGE/INFORMATION/DESIGN especially regarding LIFE! The Law of Biogenesis HAS 

NEVER BEEN REFUTED BY SCIENCE and yet we get posts like this one. Every point in it is fallacious! (goes 

against science) Note that our Creator tells ushttp://biblehub.com/genesis/1-14.htm that the stars He 

made serve specific purposes. Certain sectors of so called "naturalists" observe things about our 

universe and PRETEND like we don't have written explanations for them! (kind of like those who like to 

CLAIM the Biblical Account came from other ancient civilizations; rather than from GOD, and hence 

ancient civilizations confirm it all over the world.) or those who dig up artifacts and assign their 

imagination to it until and unless they get wise enough to read the actual history regarding said artifact 

that tells them plainly what it is and what it was used for. astronomers (especially of late) are just 

tossing out laws of science that have been sound for centuries; if not millenniums. They point to super-

massive galactic cores of enormous mass and matter and say LOOK! it's a super-massive black hole! 

(they point to the OPPOSITE of what they are declaring); their observations and declarations are not just 

unsound, unscientific, but are 180 degrees what they should be! This is prophesied in the Divinely 

Inspired Holy Bible as a woe upon those doing so; who are doing so BECAUSE they are putting GOD and 
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the Knowledge of GOD intentionally away from them. 28And just as they did not see fit to acknowledge 

God any longer, God gave them over to a depraved mind, to do those things which are not proper, 

(depravity and insanity comes upon those who do not retain a holy union with our Creator, everything 

they perceive and hence conclude is distorted and in some cases becomes the OPPOSITE in their minds) 

20Woe to those who call evil good, and good evil; Who substitute darkness for light and light for 

darkness; Who substitute bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter! 21Woe to those who are wise in their 

own eyes And clever in their own sight!… http://biblehub.com/isaiah/5-20.htm Notice that most who 

are teaching such rubbish in the name of science, are starting to hate on Christians more and more, 

even though Christians were behind the modern scientific explosion and have NEVER opposed true 

science. We DO OPPOSE the modern fiction and fantasy being taught in the name of science (like this 

post). https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-modern-evolutionary-paradigm-is-not-

science-it-isnt-even-good-science-

fictio/747467775332184 andhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-space-time-

continuum/833112730101021 Note that life comes from LIFE, specifically the ETERNAL LIFE of our 

Creator, YAHOSHUAH, who ALSO designed the stars to show forth signs on earth, such that all men, 

women and children would SEE the Gospel every night before their very eyes; and by reading His Word, 

the HOLY BIBLE; remain sane, of sound knowledge understanding the Truth about everything they 

observe! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff-

Gp194XUU andhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM and https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=CtJ8Jjma5cM No one but GOD ALMIGHTY could predict His entire Incarnation in detail 

(http://www.accordingtothescriptures.org/.../353prophecies... 

andhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-

holy-bible/520171808061783) And have the STARS TELL the Gospel, AND not just tell the Gospel but 

coincide DIRECTLY with the Divine Incarnation, Crucifixion and Resurrection. 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff-

Gp194XUU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM and https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=CtJ8Jjma5cM) Watch those three presentations and stop saying you have never seen evidence of 

the Divine or Supernatural. Supernatural events are documented by the 

millions! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYBnJF2P_WQ Naturalists SHOULD NOT IGNORE history 

and philology to assign wild imaginations to what they observe; when sound science and explanations 

are so readily available. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-

1/719346771477618 andhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-

2/830858016993159 Far too many so-called "scientists" of today need to properly dump out the 

nonsense in their heads like the Apostle did http://biblehub.com/philippians/3-8.htm and learn from 

our Creator; not only for their own benefit and sanity; but for everyone they would hope to 

teach.https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-of-

lies/622590531153243 and https://www.facebook.com/.../the-religion.../729829070429388 
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Michael Swenson https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-space-time-

continuum/833112730101021 quantum mechanics and quantum field 

theoryhttp://www.icr.org/article/higgs-boson-big-bang/ appear to me to be nothing more than putting 

new words and terms to old ideas. (kind of like calling "dragons", "dinosaurs" in order to suppress actual 

history.) GOD has told us for millenniums that what is VISIBLE is presented by what is 

NOT! http://biblehub.com/2_corinthians/4-18.htm BY HIM!http://biblehub.com/colossians/1-17.htm by 

His Creative Power, Spoken Word (vibrations , frequencies, waves) to bring forth from His Invisible 

Eternal Self, Visible Creation.http://biblehub.com/1_timothy/1-

17.htm and https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+1 and https://www.facebook.com/.
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../the-religion.../729829070429388 andhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/understanding-the-holy-bible-part-1/611082142304082 when the atom was first discovered it 

was considered the "smallest building block of matter" but when protons, neutrons and electrons came 

along, we started to see the rabbitholes of modern physics go on virtually endlessly. To the point where 

quarks have been discovered and smaller particles still. At some point scientists are trying to define 

when and how is energy transformed into mass, (HOW DOES GOD MAKE the INVISIBLE, VISIBLE) I 

encourage them to go on in their search; but what I object to is calling any of these discoveries "natural" 

when in fact they are both supernatural in origin and essence. I object to those who call these 

mechanisms "explained" simply because they apply DIVINE attributes to anything observed; especially 

particles so small it takes imagination to even begin to conceive of them, "discover" them, and define 

them according to their own presuppositions that discovering tiny vibrations, waves, and particles 

explains Creation apart from our Creator; when it absolutely does NOT. NO MATTER HOW MANY 

SMALLER AND SMALLER PARTICLES MAY YET BE FOUND, BOTH ENERGY AND MASS ULTIMATELY EXISTS 

BY DIVINE PROVIDENCE; OUR ETERNAL CREATOR YAHOSHUAH, commonly referred to in English as our 

LORD and SAVIOR, JESUS the CHRIST. One thing far too many "scientists" seem unwilling to admit, and 

that is observable reality TAKES DIVINE INTELLIGENCE NOT ONLY TO CREATE IT BUT TO SUSTAIN AND 

PRESENT IT MOMENT BY MOMENT! Max Planck comprehended it correctly; why are others trying so 

hard to present themselves as obtuse to the OBVIOUS. “All matter originates and exists only by virtue of 

a force which brings the particle of an atom to vibration and holds this most minute solar system of the 

atom together.  

We must assume behind this force the Existence of a Conscious and Intelligent Mind. This Mind is the 

matrix of all matter.”  

― Max Planck http://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/107032.Max_Planck 
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Michael Swenson https://answersingenesis.org/.../smithsonian-traveling.../ if you actually believe this 

evolutionary propaganda, your state of being THAT mentally challenged would present among the best 

arguments to support "atavism" or a "missing link". 
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Michael Swenson There is NO DOUBT WHATSOEVER that YAHOSHUAH is the ONE TRUE GOD!!!!!!!! 

NOTHING is MORE OBVIOUS in ALL of HISTORY! NOTHING and NO ONE even comes CLOSE to 

DEMONSTRATING DIVINITY! THERE IS NO DOUBT WHATSOEVER THAT YAHOSHUAH BOTH DECLARED 

AND PROVED HE IS THE ONE TRUE GOD!!!!!!!!http://www.icr.org/article/i-ams-

christ/ and http://www.letusreason.org/trin16.htm andhttp://biblehub.com/1_john/5-20.htm that HE 

ALONE is the WAY to ETERNAL LIFE!!!!!!!!https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/christ-

crucified/735365403209088 andhttps://www.facebook.com/.../holy-

bible.../719366671475628 andhttps://www.facebook.com/.../evidence-of.../568134419932188 No one 

but GOD ALMIGHTY could predict His entire Incarnation in detail 

(http://www.accordingtothescriptures.org/.../353prophecies... andhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/m

ichael-swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783) And have the 

STARS TELL the Gospel, AND not just tell the Gospel but coincide DIRECTLY with the Divine Incarnation, 

Crucifixion and Resurrection. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff-

Gp194XUU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM and https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=CtJ8Jjma5cM) Watch those three presentations and stop saying you have never seen evidence of 

the Divine or Supernatural. Supernatural events are documented by the 

millions! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYBnJF2P_WQ 

 

Why not become a personal eyewitness of the Messiah today, call on YAHOSHUAH and tell Him if He is 

the ONE TRUE MESSIAH to forgive you your sins and unbelief and to reveal Himself to you, so that you 

can KNOW Him! Then you will join the billions of us worldwide who already 

do!http://biblehub.com/jeremiah/31-34.htm Those STILL in denial of the Divinity of YAHOSHUAH are 

dismissing REALITY! (they are choosing to live in their delusions; regardless of history and observable 

creation) some WRONGLY say if Jesus, a human, could become GOD, why not me? so I reply to them 

(although it will be a miracle if any such mad fools come to their senses; so I write more hoping no one 

else chooses to be so delusional) human did not BECOME God! GOD chose to Incarnate TO DECLARE 

HIMSELF PLAINLY to us all!https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-
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1/719346771477618 the day you HEAL every disease, malady, sickness known to man (LIKE 

YAHOSHUAH -http://biblehub.com/matthew/4-23.htm), the day you stop storms (LIKE 

YAHOSHUAHhttp://biblehub.com/matthew/8-27.htm), the day you raise the dead (LIKE 

YAHOSHUAHhttp://biblehub.com/john/11-43.htm and http://biblehub.com/john/11-25.htm), the day 

you speak only TRUTH, words of GOD (LIKE YAHOSHUAH - http://biblehub.com/john/12-

49.htm andhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eqnNuQ6S5OA), the day you create substance and 

transform substance (LIKE YAHOSHUAH - https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+2:1-

11 and https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/...), the day you lay down your own life and raise it up 

again (LIKE YAHOSHUAH http://biblehub.com/john/10-

18.htm andhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ay_Db4RwZ_M andhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/

michael-swenson/god-part-2/830858016993159) is the day your presently mad claim to being a god or 

goddess or any other fantasy, myth, delusion you might claim, might be considered. THE moment 

ANYONE can show THEY or some other FULFILLS ALL THE MESSIANIC PROPHECIES SINCE THE 

BEGINNING, LIKE YAHOSHUAH,http://www.accordingtothescriptures.org/.../353prophecies..., is the day 

even I, who have seen the Risen LORD of Creation face to face, will humor their rantings and ravings; 

otherwise, RIGHT NOW IT JUST MAKES all such persons LOOK LIKE AN EXTREMELY IGNORANT, DEMONIC 

FOOL! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-2/830858016993159 
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Michael Swenson Setting aside the Divinely Inspired HOLY WRIT, FACTUAL HISTORY, the scientifically 

supported contents of the HOLY BIBLE, for those who profess evolutionary rubbish ARE in fact following 

FANTASY, FABLES, FICTION!!! and their dogmas of facile twaddle arePREDOMINENTLY connected to the 

same gibberish as abiogenesis, and a causeless universe.https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/the-modern-evolutionary-paradigm-is-not-science-it-isnt-even-good-science-

fictio/747467775332184 it is ALL complete CRAP, total rubbish FORCED on children in coerced 

indoctrination and HAS NO BASIS WHATSOEVER in reality! evolutionists post a meme of bones and 

CLAIM it is a transitional species because it has both lungs and gills, IT LOOKS EXACTLY like a dead 

salamander because that is what it is! BUT in the FANTASIES of evolutionists, it is hundreds of millions of 

years old and is prescribed another name to fool themselves and others; rather than what it really is, 

JUST ANOTHER salamander! https://www.google.com/search... ALL OF EVOLUTIONARY crap is that 

SAME kind of IMAGINARY NONSENSE. NO ONE in the RIGHT MIND believes a single cell magically 

morphed NO MATTER HOW MANY COUNTLESS AEONS you assign to it (also in your WILD FANTASIES) 

into all known species today. THOSE THAT DO ARE FACTUALLY DEMONSTRATING JUST HOW 

DANGEROUS MASS BRAINWASHING REALLY IS; because it leaves all such victims 

in https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/denial-of-reality/874509385961355 so severely, 

that it not only makes them look unbelievably STUPID but totally 

delusional! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/creation-v-evolution-please-use-your-

intelligence-to-recognize-

intelligence/566154943463469 andhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evolution-and-

atheism-intertwined-religions-of-the-insane/492209810857983 
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In the Holy and Omnipotent Name of YAHOSHUAH (JESUS CHRIST), I command the spirit of error and 

all foul and unclean spirits to depart from all who read these words.  I call for the spirit of Repentance 

to come upon all who read these words and May GOD our FATHER grant His Holy Spirit to all who 

read these words and ful... 
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